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Here, a desired life in music is grounded in great teaching, demandil, 
performance, solid scholarship and devoted love of the art. We are a 
community wholly in love with the study of, creation of, performance of, 
MUSIC! 
c 
- Phyllis Curtin, Dean Emerita 
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SUNGGONE HWANG Sonare 
MICHAEL 
MAGANUCO 
VARTAN 
AGHABABIAN 
JACOB MASHAK 
ANDREW BEER violin 
JESSIE LO piano 
People town 
ARI STREISFELD violin 
JEANIE LEE violin 
CHAERIN KIM harp 
BOB MOLLICONE piano 
Two Songs on Poetry of Sassoon 
Brothers 
When I'm Among a Blaze of Lights ... 
JASON WANG tenor 
ROBERT REUSTLE trumpet 
GERALDINE BOYER-CUSSAC piano 
Unsent Domestic Letters 
I. from H. H. (Vladimir Nabokov) 
II. to L. L. (Arthur Miller) 
III. (Simone Beaubien) 
JOHN MALKOVICH speaker 
ELIZABETH GOODMAN oboe 
MICHELLE BRUNE viola 
MOLLY WOOD piano 
Intermission 
JASON SABOL 
BRIAN BUCH 
EUN SOOK BAEK 
GRAHAM DIXON 
The End of Affairs 
YINUO MU harp I 
MEGHAN ELIZABETH CAULKETT harp IT 
BRONWYN WYATT percussion 
SO-HYUN JUN piano 
Icicles of an Ancient Moon 
BENJAMIN FOX oboe 
ELIZABETH GOODMAN alto saxophone 
SETH MACLEOD cello 
YOKO IGARASHI piano 
Companionship of Joy 
II 
AGNES KIM cello 
JEB KULEVICH percussion 
JIEUN KIM piano 
Tromba tori um 
NATHAN TIGHE trumpet 
ROBERT REUSTLE trumpet 
JONAH KAPRAFF trumpet 
LING LENG piano 
E 
TEXTS 
vartan Aghababian 
1Wo Songs on Poetry of Siegfried Sassoon 
Brothers · 
Give me your hand, my brother, search my face; 
Look in these eyes lest I should think of shame. 
For we have made and end to all things base; 
We are returning by the road we came. 
Your lot is with the ghosts of soldiers dead, 
And I am in the field where men must fight. 
B« · the gloom I see your laurell'd head 
J. ough your victory I shall win the light. 
When I'm Among a Blaze of Lights .. . 
When I'm among a blaze of lights, 
With tawdry music and cigars 
And women dawdling with delights, 
And officers in cocktail bars, --
Sometimes I think of garden nights 
And elm trees nodding at the stars. 
I dream of a small firelit room 
With yellow candles burning straight 
And glowing pictures in the gloom, 
And kindly books that hold me late. 
Of things like these I love to think 
When I can never be alone: . 
Then someone says, "Another drink?" 
And turns my living heart to stone. 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Jacob Mashak 
Unsent Domestic Letters 
Unsent Domestic Letters consists of three very different texts, all of which have in 
common a single thread: love in an unexpected way. Nabokov's Humpbert falls madden-
ingly in love with a girl impossibly, immorally and illegally far too young. Arthur 
Miller's salesman, Willy Loman, recently realized that he is not capable of caring for his 
family any longer, and that he has only one terrible option in order to provide for the 
wife and children of his family. Willy Loman's love drives him to make a terrible sacri-
fice for the sake of an insurance payout. In her poem "One-Watt Lover," Boston-based 
poet Simone Beaubien explores a love somewhat unlike the other two authors. Hers is a 
mutual love among those incredibly close to the ends of their lives. 
Jason Sabol 
The End of Affairs 
If two pitches are close enough together in pitch, timbre, and attack, there is a 
tendency to perceive the two pitches as having fused together into a single pitch. I have 
tried to exploit this tendency to create subtle changes in texture, tuning and timbre. In 
other sections, I have composed out tiny rhapsodic fragments that suggest tonal origins. 
The first 16 partials of a string (i.e., the harmonic series) were the source of a 
great many of the harmonies. There is an overall harmonic circle oscillating between A, 
Db, and F that helps to unify the piece. 
Harp I tunes down by 33 cents, and Harp II by 67 cents. Combined with the 
piano, this makes available a 36-tone per octave equal tempered scale, where none of the 
instruments overlap pitches. 
Since piano is chromatic, and harp essentially diatonic, all microtonal chords are 
broken apart by the instrument into component chords. These components are rather 
familiar, as they are drawn from the well-known 12-tone equal-tempered set, yet they 
combine together to form very densely-clustered harmonies. The percussion, entirely 
unpitched, helps to blend the sounds together into timbres, and to draw attention to par-
ticular events. With these textures, I have sought to evoke the cloud of unknowing that 
exists around ourselves and others: the fluidity of memory, the unreliability of percep-
tion, doubt versus certainty, and conflicting emotions and their resolution. 
l 
J 
. , 
I 
Graham Dixon 
Trombatorium 
Trombatorium, written in late 2007, is an homage to the trumpet, its history, 
development and capabilities. The three themes, which are melodic fragments rooted in 
hexachords derived from the harmonic series, are iterated at the opening and developed 
throughout the piece. Although there are sections which dwell upon certain tonal centers, 
the overall tonal environment is quite fluid, until the finale. The trumpeters have oppor-
tunities to show the different characters of their instruments, from fanfare motifs to lyri-
cal, melodic writing. The idea of dialogue is important in the relationships between the 
four instrumentalists, and often music is passed back and forth or treated canonically. 
The slow opening, which introduces the piano's birdsong figures, gives way to interpreta-
tions of the theme which are underpinned by a generally D-major tonal background, in 
reference to the trumpet's typical 18th Century key. The fanfare and birdsong themes 
combine in the middle section, which leads into a brisk 12-8 pattern, the return of earlier 
material, and the fastest music of the piece, in 5-8 and 6-8 meter. The finale passes around 
anot1).r motif based on the overtone series of the natural trumpet, above which the picco-
lo )pet plays a.high-lying i_uutation of th~ second theme. I am greatly indebted to the 
penormers for their efforts, skills and enthusiasm . 
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